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The low-energy capture of homonuclear diatoms by ions is due mainly to the long-range part of the interpartner
potential with leading terms that correspond to charge-quadrupole interaction and charge-induced dipole
interaction. The capture dynamics is described by the perturbed-rotor adiabatic potentials and the Coriolis
interaction between manifold of states that belong to a given value of the intrinsic angular momentum. When
the latter is large enough, it can noticeably affect the capture cross section calculated in the adiabatic channel
approximation due to the gyroscopic property of a rotating diatom. This paper presents the low-energy (low-
temperature) state-selected partial and mean capture cross sections (rate coefficients) for the charge-quadrupole
interaction that include the gyroscopic effect (decoupling of intrinsic angular momentum from the collision
axis), quantum correction for the diatom rotation, and the correction for the charge-induced dipole interaction.
These results complement recent studies on the gyroscopic effect in the quantum regime of diatom-ion
capture (Dashevskaya, E. I.; Litvin, I.; Nikitin, E. E.; Troe, J.J. Chem. Phys.2004, 120, 9989-9997).

1. Introduction

Accurate statistical theories of chemical reactions combine
quantum dynamics of complex formation and decay with a
statistical description of intracomplex redistribution of the
available energy.1-4 For noticeably exothermic reactions, the
reaction cross section (the rate coefficient) can be often identified
with similar characteristics for the complex formation.5,6 If, in
addition, the entrance part of the potential energy surface (PES)
possesses no barrier, and the collision energy (translational
temperature) is low enough, then the formation of the complex
is governed mainly by a long-range part of the interaction. Since
quite often this part of the interaction is known reasonably well,
the ambiguities that are normally associated with selection of
PES disappear and the whole problem becomes purely dynami-
cal: calculation of the complex formation (capture) cross section
for a known interaction. The dynamics of the complex formation
might still be quite complicated since the approach of reagents
is accompanied by the energy transfer between different modes
of collision partners. In this respect, the capture of a neutral
diatomic molecule by an ion at not too high energies represents
a simple case, since the vibration of the former can be
adiabatically decoupled from its rotation and the relative motion,
and the internal structure of the ion does not affect the capture.
The interaction between rotation of a diatom and relative motion
can be easily handled numerically, both classically and quantum
mechanically, as was accomplished in a number of works. Our
earlier work on this topic was mainly concerned with calculation
of the rate coefficients for ion-diatom capture in the Boltz-
mannian ensemble for different representative cases of the
interaction potentials.7,8 In this work, the relative motion was

treated classically. The rotation was described either classically
(for temperaturesT noticeably above the characteristic rotational
temperatureTrot ) B/kB with B being the rotational constants
of the diatom) or quantum mechanically (forT e Trot) within
the adiabatic channel approximation.9,10The latter assumes that
the projection of the intrinsic angular momentum onto the
collision axis is conserved, which is justified for a weak Coriolis
interaction, at least in the region of centrifugal barriers. For
canonical ensembles, this is indeed so provided that the moment
of inertia of a diatom is appreciably lower than the moment of
inertia of the collision complex in the capture configuration
which guarantees that the mean intrinsic angular momentum is
small compared to the typical relative angular momentum for
the capture.

This situation may change when one passes from partners
out of a single canonical ensemble to two different canonical
ensembles (as is the case in recent work11,12) or rotationally
selected partners. Here, it can occur that the intrinsic angular
momentum is comparable to the typical capture relative angular
momentum especially in the region of low collisions energies,
E , B (or translational temperatures,T , Trot). Under the latter
condition, the ion-molecule interaction can be simplified and
written as the expectation value of the original potential averaged
over unperturbed rotational motion of the diatom (the so-called
rotationally adiabatic perturbed-rotor, RAPR, approximation).
The ion-diatom Hamiltonian with this interaction corresponds
to the conserved value of the intrinsic angular momentum but
takes into account the Coriolis interaction omitted in the
adiabatic channel (AC) approximation. The capture cross
sections calculated in RAPR approximation may differ from
the AC cross section because of the gyroscopic effect of the
rotor ignored in the AC approximation.

The above sets the scene for discussion of the capture
dynamics of rotationally excited homonuclear molecules by ions
at low collision energies, when the capture occurs under the
action of charge-quadrupole potential. In principle, the capture
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cross sections can be calculated by solvingj-diagonal quantum
capture equations as discussed recently.13 However, in view of
the extremely rapid convergence of the quantum cross sections
to the AC cross sections for lower rotational states of a diatom,13

we can use classical mechanics for the description of relative
motion unless we want to enter the ultralow energies (s-wave
scattering). In addition, we can use classical mechanics for the
description of rotation since we are interested in the capture of
scattering of rotationally excited molecules. We therefore adhere
to the fully classical counterpart of our previous quantum study
of capture.

Actually, the present study is the classical analogy of the
locking of the intrinsic quantum angular momentum to the
collision axis, a phenomenon studied in detail for atomic
collisions (see, e.g., ref 14). A byproduct of this study is a direct
test of the main assumption of the AC approach.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we discuss
the representation of classical ion-diatom Hamiltonians in the
rotationally adiabatic approximation. Section 3 is devoted to
further approximations for the rotationally adiabatic Hamilto-
nians, namely, the AC and flywheel (FW) Hamiltonians. In
section 4, we present the results of numerical calculations of
the gyroscopic effect for the charge-quadrupole capture. In
section 5, we discuss the results which incorporate corrections
for quantized rotation of a diatom and for the charge-induced
dipole interaction. In conclusion, we summarize our findings.

2. Rotationally Adiabatic Hamiltonian and Capture Cross
Section for Diatom-Ion (atom) System

A classical Hamiltonian for a rigid rotor-atom (ion) system
(both in closed electronic states) after the separation of the
center-of-mass motion, reads

whereR is the vector between the atom and the diatom center-
of-mass,m is the reduced mass of the partners,PR is the vectorial
momentum of the relative motion which is conjugate toR, j is
the angular momentum of a rotor,I is its moment of inertia,
andγ is the angle betweenR and the rotor axis. In eq 1, the
angleγ is a complicated function of polar and azimuthal angles
of the molecular axisn and the collision axisR. The Hamil-
tonian in eq 1 contains five degrees of freedom, that is, it
contains 10 dynamical variables (five coordinates and five
conjugate momenta). This Hamiltonian has been used for the
calculation of the capture rate coefficients for different types
of interaction potentials for the canonical (translational and
rotational) ensemble of collision partners.7 Because the initial
conditions of a single trajectory include quite a number of
parameters, the random selection of theses parameters from the
Boltzmannian translational-rotational distribution function is
an appropriate choice of the averaging. It is difficult to get
however, from the results obtained, information about rate
coefficients for a diatomic partner in a given rotational state,
since many features of an individual state become washed out
in the averaging procedure.

To simplify the capture problem and decrease the set of
parameters that enter into the capture cross section and capture
rate coefficient for a state-selected diatom, one tries to reduce
the number of dynamical variables. This is possible by taking
into account the conservation of the total angular momentum
of a colliding pair and by introducing appropriate dynamical
approximation into the Hamiltonian. If one explicitly accounts

for the conservation of the total angular momentum, then the
number of dynamical variables can be reduced to six.15

Examples of such Hamiltonians in different angular variables
can be found, for instance, in the book ref 16 and the articles
refs 17 and 18.

Still other dynamical approximations correspond to the
adiabatic limits of the Hamiltonian in eq 1 with respect to the
rotation of the diatom. The validity of these approximations is
determined by the value of a single parameter, the Massey
parameterς, which is the ratio of the rotational frequency of
the diatom to the angular velocity of the collision axis. In the
adiabatic approximation, one introduces the adiabatic potentials
Vν,ω(R) which originate from the two last terms in the rhs of eq
1 after introducing new action variablesν andω. The variable
ω is the projection of the rotor angular momentum onto the
collision axis, andν is a variable which is adiabatically
correlated withj at the limit R f ∞. The adiabatic criterionς
. 1 guarantees thatν is nearly conserved in the course of the
collision; as forω, it is not conserved since asymptotically
different ω states correlate (for a givenν) with a degenerate
rotor state.

Different types of AC potentialsVν,ω
AC(R) for quantized

rotational states were presented in refs 19 and 20. One of the
approximations in these calculations is the so-called weak-field
expansion, which representsVν,ω

AC(R) as a power series in the
ratio of the interaction parameter to the spacing between the
rotational states of the diatom. The leading terms in this
expansion correspond to the perturbed-rotor (PR) limit whenν
is identified with j, and Vν,ω

PR(R) is written as a sum of the
unperturbed-rotor energy plus the expectation value ofU(R,γ)
for given j andω values. The classical expression for the latter
quantity in the PR limit is obtained fromU(R,γ) by averaging
it over the angle of the proper rotation of the diatom, the angle
variableRj which is conjugate toj. In what follows, we assume
the validity of the PR limit which is applicable for low collision
energies.21 The averaging ofU(R,γ) over Rj with constantj,ω
is accomplished with the help of the relation cosγ ) (1 -
ω2/j2)1/2 cos Rj, appropriate for the PR approximation. This
means that ACPR potentialsVj,ω

ACPR(R) can actually be written
asVj,ω

ACPR(R) ) j2/2I + VACPR(R,ω/j), and the constant part of it
can be omitted. The rotationally adiabatic (RA) Hamiltonian in
the PR limit,HRAPR is obtained from expression 1 by replacing
U(R,γ) with ACPR potentialsVACPR(R,ω/j), passing from the
SF frame to the BF frame, and consideringω as a dynamical
variable, ω ≡ pφ, both in the ACPR potential and in the
centrifugal energy. The latter step is done by expressing the
square of the relative angular momentuml 2 through the total
angular momentumJ (conserved), intrinsic angular momentum
j (conserved in the adiabatic approximation), action variable
pφ, and the conjugate angleφ. All this yields the RAPR
Hamiltonian

where the square of the relative angular momentuml 2 and the
fractional projection of the intrinsic angular momentum onto
the collision axisê ) pφ/j are expressed through action-angle
variables

HRAPR )
pR

2

2µ
+ l 2

2µR2
+ VACPR(R,ê) (2)

l 2(pφ,φ;J,j) ) J2 + j2 - 2pφ
2 - 2 xJ2 - pφ

2 xj2 - pφ
2 cosφ

ê ) pφ/j (3)

H(P,R,j ,γ) )
PR

2

2m
+ j2

2I
+ U(R,γ) (1)
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The Hamiltonian in eq 2 with account taken for eq 3 is written
in terms of the conjugate variables,HRAPR ) HRAPR(pR,R,pφ,φ;J,j),
and therefore it immediately generates equations of motion for
the radial separation between the fragmentsR(t) and for the
precessional motion of the intrinsic angular momentum in the
BF frame in terms ofpφ(t) andφ(t). Note that the last term in
the expression forl 2 is responsible for the Coriolis interaction
in the BF frame which manifests itself as a gyroscopic effect
in the SF frame. Here and below, the semicolon in the arguments
of the Hamiltonians (e.g., inHRAPR) separates the dynamical
variables from the parameters.

The mean capture cross section (for rotationally unpolarized
diatom)ShRAPR (E, j) is expressed as an average of the partial
capture cross section (for rotationally polarized diatoms),SRAPR

(E,j,êi), with the polarization state defined through the initial
value of the reduced projectionêi ) pφ,i/j of j onto the vector
of the initial relative velocityv of the colliding partners. In turn,
SRAPR (E,j,êi) is determined by the mean capture probability
PRAPR (E,j,êi,J)

Here,E is the collision energy,Ptraj
RAPR is the classical capture

probability for a single trajectory (zero or one) that depends on
the initial conditionsêi andφi, and〈...〉φi means the averaging
over initial anglesφi. Following our earlier work, we identify
the capture (when the probability equals unity) with a moment
when the potential energy between the fragments substantially
exceeds the initial energy.

For brevity of notation, we adopt the following: the PR
abbreviation will be dropped since the PR approximation is used
everywhere; the AC abbreviation will mean the fully classical
AC approximation, while QAC will stand for the AC ap-
proximation when the rotation of the diatom is quantal. A list
of abbreviations is given in Appendix A.

3. Adiabatic Channel and Flywheel Approximations

Under additional assumptions, the adiabatic Hamiltonian in
eq 2 can be simplified further: either one assumes the
conservation of the projection of the intrinsic angular momentum
onto the collision axis during the passage over the potential
barriers or the conservation of the direction of the intrinsic
angular momentum in the space. The former assumption is the
basis of the well-known AC approximation, while the latter,
introduced in this paper, can be called, by obvious reason, the
FW approximation. In the nomenclature used in the theory of
atom-atom (ion) collisions22 with the intrinsic angular mo-
mentum identified with the electronic angular momentum of a
partner, the AC and FW approximations correspond to the Hund
coupling casesb andd or to their extensions for atom-molecule
collisions.23

Clearly, AC and FW approximations correspond to two
opposite limits of the adiabatic Hamiltonian. The criterion that
defines these two limits can be derived from the following
qualitative considerations. Conservation ofpφ, that is neglecting
the Coriolis interaction, means that the angle-dependent part in
the expression forl 2 in eq 3 can be averaged over the precession
angleφ. This is a legitimate procedure provided the precession
frequencyφ̇ of a diatom is high compared to the inverse of a

certain characteristic timeτ of the relative motion. For the
capture process,φ̇ can be identified as the precession frequency
at the barrier maximum andτ with the inverse of the frequency
of rotation of the molecular axis. For an estimate, we write

whereRc is the capture distance. Since the capture condition is
formulated as compensation of the attractive potential and the
repulsive centrifugal energy, that is,VACPR(R,pφ/j) ≈ l 2/2µRc

2,
we can write the condition of the applicability of the AC
approximation,φ̇τ . 1, in the form

where lh is a typical angular momentum for the capture. We
thus consider inequality eq 6 as the condition of applicability
of the AC approximation.

Conservation ofj can be regarded as a reasonable approxima-
tion if j remains close, in the course of the collision, to the
exactly conserved vector of the total angular momentumJ. Due
to the relationJ ) j + l, near conservation ofj is possible
provided that

We therefore consider inequality eq 7 as the condition of
applicability of the FW approximation.

From eqs 6 and 7, it is expected that the gyroscopic effect
will noticeably show up for such values of intrinsic momentum
j which are of the order oflh; therefore, in these cases, the
rotation of the diatom can be considered classical, provided the
capture is adequately described by classical mechanics. To
roughly estimatelh as a function of classical dynamical param-
eters, we assume that capture occurs under the action of the
charge-quadrupole potentialVAC ∝ qQ/R3 and resort to the
dimensional arguments. From the latter, it follows thatlh ≈
E1/6µ1/2|qQ|1/3. We note in passing that, for canonical ensembles,
according to condition eq 6, the gyroscopic effect is not
noticeable if the moment of inertia of a diatomI is appreciably
lower than the moment of inertia of the collision complex in
the capture configuration,µRc

2. We will discuss now the AC
and FW Hamiltonians as well as AC and FW capture cross
sections.

AC Hamiltonian and Cross Sections.The AC Hamiltonian
is obtained from the RA Hamiltonian by dropping the Coriolis
interaction term (the last term in the rhs expression forl 2 in eq
3). Then,φ becomes an ignorable angle, andpφ becomes a
constant,pφ ) ω. Hence

Condition eq 6 means that the AC Hamiltonian in eq 8 can
(and actually should) be simplified, for consistency reasons, by
neglecting the two last terms in the expression for the centrifugal
energy and, therefore, by identifyingJ with l. Within this change,
two parametersω andj can be absorbed into a single parameter
êAC ) ω/j, yielding

ShRAPR(E,j) ) ∫0

1
SRAPR(E,j,êi) dêi

SRAPR(E,j,êi) ) π
2µE∫j

∞
PRAPR(E,j,êi,J)2J dJ

PRAPR(E,j,êi,J) ) 〈Ptraj
RAPR(E,j,êi,J,φi)〉φi

(4)

φ̇ ) 2VAC(R,pφ/j)/∂pφ ≈ VAC(R,pφ/j)/j

1/τ ) ∂(l 2/2µRc
2)/∂l ≈ (l 2/2µRc

2)/l (5)

j/ lh , 1 (6)

j/ lh . 1 (7)

HAC(pR,R;j,ω,J) )
pR

2

2µ
+ J2 + j2 - 2ω2

2µR2
+ VAC(R,ω/j) (8)

HAC(pR,R;J,êAC) )
pR

2

2µ
+ J2

2µR2
+ VAC(R,êAC) (9)
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Since the Hamiltonian in eq 9 includes two dynamical
variables (pR andR), the capture probability and cross section
can be calculated analytically

whereJm(E,êAC) is the maximal angular momentum that yields
nonzero probability expressed through theΘ step function and
E is the collision energy. Note that, in distinction to eq 4,êAC

in eq 10 is not the cosine of an initial orientation angle but that
of an orientation angle in the region where the intrinsic angular
momentumj is “locked” to the collision axis. To get the partial
AC cross section as a function of the initial orientationêi, S̃AC-
(E,êi), one should transformSAC(E,êAC) by way of locking
probability ∏ (êi,êAC,E)

Here, ∏ (êi,êAC,E) is the probability of the population
redistribution from the bunch of states with the samepφ/j )
êAC (but differing in anglesφ) in the region of the locked
intrinsic momentum to the bunch of states withpφ/j ) êi (again
differing in anglesφ) in the region of free intrinsic momentum.
The calculation of the probability∏ (êi,êAC,E) should be based
on the RA Hamiltonian applied only to the incoming part of
the collision, from the asymptotic region to the region of locking.
If the latter is well defined, the function∏ (êi,êAC,E) can be
unambiguously determined and normalized to unity,
∫0

1 ∏ (êi,êAC,E) dêi ) 1. Otherwise, the transformation ex-
pressed in eq 11 does not exist. Assuming that∏ (êi,êAC,E)
exists, one gets the relation

In other words, the possibility of replacing the averaging over
the initial orientation angles by the averaging over the orientation
angles of the locked intrinsic momentum constitutes an ad-
ditional assumption of the AC approximation, which was not
spelled out in the initial formulation of the AC model.9,10

Another property that follows from the existence of the
probability function∏ (êi,êAC,E) is the relation between the
AC and RA cross sections (see eq 6)

Equation 13 relates the conventional AC cross sectionsSAC(E)
to RA cross sectionsShRA(E,j) provided that the function
∏ (êi,êAC,E) exists.

FW Hamiltonian and Cross Sections.The FW Hamiltonian
is obtained from the RA Hamiltonian in eq 2 takingâ as an
angular coordinate and expressingl 2 through the momentum
pâ conjugate to polar angleâ and yet another momentumpδ
conjugate to the azimuthal angleδ

where pδ is the conserved projection of the (nonconserved)
angular momentum vectorl onto thez-axis. The mean capture
cross sectionShFW can be calculated as the ratio of the
microcanonical “captured” flux through a sphere of a large
radius to the collision velocity and to the density of states in
the momentum space. Simple derivation, which basically repeats
that in ref 24, leads to the following expression forShFW

where the integration over the indicated variables corresponds
to the initial conditions (subscript i) of those trajectories that
get captured. Under the condition in eq 7, the FW cross sections
are expected to be related to the RA cross sections as

Note that neither the AC cross section nor the FW cross
section depend onj. Finally, we remark that the Hamiltonian
in eq 14 contains four dynamical variables (pR,R,pâ,â) and
therefore trajectory calculations can be performed only numeri-
cally. The reason FW approximation requires more effort,
compared to AC approximation, for calculation of the mean
cross sections is that the latter circumvents the calculation of
the redistribution function∏ by simply assuming that it exists.

4. Capture for Charge-Quadrupole Interaction

The leading interaction terms for the ion-neutral diatom
system at low collision energies are the anisotropic charge-
quadrupole (cq) potential and isotropic charge-induced dipole
(Langevin) potentials. Since the former is proportional to 1/R3,
and the latter to 1/R4, the cq potential is expected to determine
the capture rate coefficients at low enough temperatures. We
therefore first consider the pure charge-quadrupole interaction
and then calculate, in section 5, the correction to the rate constant
which is due to the charge-induced dipole interaction. A small
value of this correction would indicate that other possible terms,
which could originate from a full potential energy surface, are
negligible.

The charge-quadrupole potential reads

whereq is the charge of the ion,Q is the quadrupole moment
of the diatom andP2(cosγ) ) (3 cos2 γ - 1)/2 is the Legendre
polynomial. The potential in eq 17 generate the following AC
potentials

The Hamiltonian in eq 2 with potential from eq 18 can be
brought to the dimensionless form. Using the Greek characters
for reduced dynamical variables and parameters, we write

The dimensionless Hamiltoniansηcq
RA,s ) Hcq

RA,s/E expressed
in terms of two dimensionless coordinatesF and φ and their

ShAC(E) ) ∫0

1
SAC(E,êAC) dêAC

SAC(E,êAC) )
πJm

2(E,êAC)

2µE

PAC(E,J,êAC) ) ΘE - max(J2/2µR2 + VACPR(R,êAC)) (10)

S̃AC(E,êi) ) ∫0

1
∏ (êi,êAC,E)SAC(E,êAC) dêAC (11)

∫0

1
S̃AC(E,êi) dêi ) ∫0

1
SAC(E,êAC) dêAC (12)

ShAC(E) ) lim
j, l

ShRA(E,j) (13)

HFW(pR,R,pâ,â;pδ) )
pR

2

2µ
+ 1

2µR
2 (pâ

2 +
pδ

2

sin2 â) +

VAC(R,cosâ) (14)

ShFW(E) ) 1
8πµE∫capt

dpâi
dâi dpδi

dδi (15)

ShFW(E) ) lim
j. l

ShRA(E,j) (16)

Ucq(R,γ) ) qQ

R3
P2(cosγ) (17)

VAC(R,cosâ) ) - qQ

2R3
P2(cosâ) (18)

F ) (E1/3|qQ|-1/3) × R, πF ) (E-1/2µ-1/2) × pR

(I,ι,πφ,πâ,πδ) ) (E-1/6µ-1/2|qQ|-1/3) × (J,j,pφ,pâ,pδ)

τ ) (E5/6µ-1/2|qQ|-1/3) × t, ε ) (E-1) × E ) 1 (19)
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two conjugate action variablesπF andπφ assume the form

wheres) (1 arises from the sign of the productqQ. Similarly,
the reduced FW and AC Hamiltonians are

and

The above reduced Hamiltonians generate capture trajectories
for a single reduced collision energyε ) 1.

For the AC approximation, the mean capture cross sections
sjcq

AC,s are calculated analytically and are certain numbers

The cross sections for FW Hamiltonian and RA Hamiltonians
are calculated numerically by integration of an equation of
motion with the systematic variation of initial conditions; the
latter allows one to avoid statistical errors inherent in the Monte
Carlo method. The results of calculations ofsjcq

RA,s are sum-
marized as two plots of gyroscopic correctionsCG,((ι) in the
following expression forsjcq

RA,s(ι) (see Figure 1)

We see that the gyroscopic effect in the mean capture cross
sectionsjcq

RA,s(ι) is not very large. We also see that RA cross
sections exceed the AC ones and tend, forι . 1, to FW cross
sections. We ascribe the former feature to the fact that the RA
Hamiltonian takes into account a mutual adjustment of the
collision axes and the angular momentum vector, while no such
adjustment occurs within the AC approximation. Since the RA
approximation takes into account the Coriolis (i.e., nonadiabatic)
effects with respect to the projection ofj onto the collision axis,
we can say that neglect of this kind of nonadiabatic coupling
underestimates the cross sections for the energy range studied
(low collision energies). This is different from nonadiabatic
effects at higher collisions energies, where neglecting nonadia-
batic coupling overestimates the cross sections.25 The final
remark refers to the reason the gyroscopic effect in the mean
capture cross section is not very pronounced. This might be
related to the fact that in the averaging procedure over all the
projections ofj onto the collision axis in the configurations,
which are mainly responsible for capture, the direction of the
quantization axis (be it SF or BF axes for FW or AC
approximations, respectively) does not matter much since in
traversing this configuration the projections ofj onto the
collision axis presumably do not change a lot. A similar
conclusion, but in a different context, was reached in ref 26,
where it was found, for the potential in eq 17, that the infinite
order sudden (IOS) approximation yields the capture cross
sections which are not very different from the capture cross
sections in the sudden (S) approximation. The IOS approxima-
tion is a counterpart of the AC approximation, while the S
approximation is a counterpart of the FW approximation; the
difference between them is that in the AC and FW approxima-
tions the angle variable isâ (the angle between the collision
axis and the intrinsic angular momentum, eq 18) while in the
IOS and S approximations the angle variable isγ (the angle
between the collision axis and the axis of the diatom, eq 17).
Of course, the absolute values of the cross sections for AC/FW
and IOS/S approximations are quite different.

We now dwell on the partial capture cross sections which
are associated with certain initial values of the projection,êi,
and which for the RA, FW, and AC Hamiltonians in eq 20-22
are scq

RA,s(ι,êi), scq
FW,s(êi), and scq

AC,s(êAC), respectively. The AC
cross section can be expressed analytically as

where the stepΘ function excludes the channels that are
classically closed for capture. The capture cross sections for
the RA and FW Hamiltonians require numerical analyses of
the capture trajectories. Some results of the analysis are
presented by four plotsscq

RA,s(ι,êi)i)0.1, scq
RA,s(ι,êi)i)0.25, scq

FW,s(êi)
vs êi, and scq

AC,s(êAC) vs êAC in Figures 2 and 3. The cross
sectionsscq

AC,((cos âAC) are given by analytical formulas (eq
25) with the vanishing portions of the graphs corresponding to
the initial conditions for which capture is not possible, that is,
êAC

+ < (1/3)1/2 and êAC
- > (1/3)1/2 for s ) + and s ) -,

respectively. The “forbidden” range is also seen in
scq

RA,((ι,êi)i)0.1 andscq
RA,((ι,êi)i)0.25 with a larger extension for a

smaller value ofι. This is consistent with the condition in eq 6,
implying that, with a decrease inι, the AC approximation
performs progressively better. We also see that evenι ) 0.1
notably differs fromscq

AC,+(êAC); nonetheless, this difference

Figure 1. Fractional gyroscopic correctionsCG,((ι) to the classical
AC cq capture cross sections vs reduced angular momentum of the
diatom. Open circles correspond tos ) + and open triangles tos )
-. Filled symbols correspond to AC and FW approximations.

ηcq
RA,s(πF,F,πφ,φ;I,ι) )

πF
2

2
+

I2 + ι2 - 2πφ
2 - 2 xI2 - πφ

2 xι2 - πφ
2 cosφ

2F2
-

s
3(πφ/ι)

2 - 1

4F3
(20)

ηcq
FW,s(πF,F,πâ,â;I,πδ) )

πF
2

2
+ 1

2F2 (πâ
2 +

πδ
2

sin2 â) -

s
3cos2 â - 1

4F3
(21)

ηcq
AC,s(πF,F;I,êAC) )

πF
2

2
+ I2

2F2
- s

3êAC
2 - 1

4F3
(22)

sjcq
AC,s ) 3π

4 ∫0

1
[s(3êAC

2 - 1)]2/3Θ(s(3êAC
2 - 1)) dêAC

sjcq
AC,+ ) 1.249

sjcq
AC,- ) 1.422 (23)

sjcq
RA,s(ι) ) sjcq

AC,s × (1 + CG,s(ι)) (24)

scq
AC,s(êAC) ) 3π

4
[s(3êAC

2 - 1)]2/3Θ(s(3êAC
2 - 1)) (25)
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does not mar the main assumption of the AC approach: the
conservation of the projection ofj onto the collision axis. It
should be noted that the 1/R3 anisotropic interaction is the
optimum one for probing this basic AC assumption, since the
onset of interaction is vary gradual and the reorientation of the
j vector from the space-fixed axis to the body-fixed axis occurs
with minimal nonadiabatic effects.

Yet another interesting observation refers to the fact that the
plots scq

RA,+(ι,êi)i)0.1 andscq
RA,+(ι,êi)i)0.25 are closer toscq

AC,s(êAC)
thanscq

RA,-(ι,êi)i)0.1 andscq
RA,-(ι,êi)i)0.25 to scq

AC,-(êAC). This is
consistent with the condition that the precession frequencies in
the region of capture are higher in thes ) + case, that is, the
AC approximation performs better for this case.

With an increase inι, the AC approximation performs worse
which is manifested in the shrinking of the forbidden range of
cos â as a result of the increasing Coriolis interaction and
opening of the capture channels. Finally, in the FW limit, the
gyroscopic effect is maximal. It is interesting thatscq

FW,( has no
vanishing portions and is nonzero forêi

+ ) 0 and êi
- ) 1,

respectively. This is explained by the fact that the diatom, say
for thes ) + case, with its angular momentum vector directed
normally to the velocity vectorv (êi

+ ) 0) and conserved
throughout the collision, will enter the interaction region with

a nonzero projection ofj ontoR. If this projection (i.e., cos2 â
in the potential of the FW Hamiltonian, see eq 21) at a proper
time moment turns out to be large enough to make the potential
attractive, then the colliding pair will see an effective potential
barrier (made up of an attractive cq interaction and centrifugal
repulsion). Occasional crossing of this barrier results in the
capture. The interplay of these rather complicated events is
responsible for a finite value of the capture cross section forêi

+

in the FW limit. More details of the capture dynamics can be
inferred from the behavior of the individual trajectories near
the separarix that determines the capture region in the system
phase space. The respective material can be obtained from the
authors by request.

5. Discussion

Since the gyroscopic effect does not change the AC mean
capture cross sections in a very pronounced way, one should
consider also other reasons that could affect the charge-
quadrupole AC cross sections. There are two of them: quantiza-
tion of the intrinsic angular momentum and the influence of
the isotropic charge-induced dipole (called also Langevin, L)
interaction of the formUL(R) ) -Rq2/2R4. The former is
essential only for not too large values of the rotational quantum
numbers of the diatom and the latter for not too small values
of the collision energy. In the spirit of the perturbation approach,
each correction can be found by proper generalization of the
fully classical AC Hamiltonianηcq

AC, eq 22.
The quantum correction for the diatom rotation is calculated

from the AC quantum (with respect to rotor) Hamiltonian
ηcq

QAC in which the cq potential energy is written through the
rotational quantum numberj and the projection quantum number
ω (beginning here,j and ω mean the quantum numbers that
correspond to the dynamical variables of the intrinsic angular
momentum and its projection onto the collision axis)

Then, the standard QAC calculations with cq potential yield

where

Quantum correction coefficientsCj
Q are plotted in Figure 4 for

j g 2.
The Langevin correction can be found from the AC classical

Hamiltonian supplemented with the charge-induced dipole
interaction

where a parameter in front of the scaled Langevin interaction
is λ ) R|q/Q2|2/3 E1/3 with R being the polarizability of the

Figure 2. Reduced partial capture cq cross sections vs the fractional
projections of intrinsic angular momentumêi,êAC for s ) +. The full
curve stands for analyticalscq

AC,+(êAC), open circles connected by lines
for numerical scq

RA,+(êi)ι)0.1 and scq
RA,+(êi)ι)0.25, and filled circles for

scq
FW,+(êi).

Figure 3. Same as Figure 2 fors ) -, with circles replaced by
triangles.

ηcq
QAC,s(πF,F;I,j,ω) )

πF
2

2
+ I2

2F2
- s

3ω2 - j(j + 1)

(2j - 1)(2j + 3)F3
(26)

sjj,cq
QAC ) sjcq

AC × (1 + Cj
Q) (27)

Cj
Q )

1

2j + 1
∑

ω̃)-j̃

ω̃)j̃ [s 3ω2 - j(j + 1)

(2j - 1)(2j + 3)]
2/3

Θ[s(3ω2 - j(j + 1))]

24/3∫0

1
[s(3x2 - 1)]2/3Θ(s(3x2 - 1))

- 1

(28)

ηcqL
AC,s(πF,F;I,êAC,λ) )

πF
2

2
+ I2

2F2
- s

3êAC
2 - 1

4F3
- λ 1

2F4

(29)
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diatom. The calculation of captured trajectories for the AC
Hamiltonian in eq 29 is easy, especially so when one adopts
the parametric description of the capture.28 For small values of
λ, the Langevin correction CL,s(λ) to the cq cross section is
expected to be roughly linear inλ (see Appendix B), so that

The quality of linear approximation and the values of the
coefficientscL,( are presented in Figure 5.

Collecting all the corrections to the fully classical AC capture
cross section for the PR charge-quadrupole interaction, we
arrive at the following expression for the rotationally adiabatic
state-selected quantum-classical capture cross section that
includes the effect of quantization of the intrinsic angular
momentum, gyroscopic effect, and weak manifestation of the
Langevin interaction

Here, sjcq
AC,( are numbers (see eq 24), and each correction

depends on its dimensionless variable (either intrinsic rotational
quantum numberj, reduced intrinsic angular momentumι, or
the strength of the Langevin interactionλ).

Dimensionless cross sectionss can be translated into the
energy-dependent cross sectionsSh, temperature-dependent cross
sections〈S〉, and rate coefficientsK in conventional units

where the numerical factorsB( andC( areB+ ) 0.883,B- )
1.006,C+ ) 0.789, andC- ) 0.898. Here,Ch G,((ι̃) andCh L,((λh)
are the functions which are obtained in the thermal averaging
of CG,((ι) andCL,((λ) and which depend on parametersιj and
λh. The latter are defined as

Since the energy dependence of parametersι andλ is very weak,
the averaging introduces but minute changes into the functions
CG,((ι) andCL,((λ), and one can simply putCh G,((ιj) ) CG,((ιj)
andCh L,((λh) ) CL,((λh) and use the graphs in Figures 1, 4, and
5 for estimating the corrections in eq 31. Note that with a
decrease in temperature and fixed value ofj, the gyroscopic
correction increases and Langevin correction decreases. On the
other hand, with a decrease inj at a fixed temperature, the
quantum correction increases and the gyroscopic correction
decreases.

Equations 32, 33, and 34, together with Figures 1, 4, and 5
summarize the results of this study. They are valid under two
restrictive conditions: the weak effect of the Langevin interac-
tion and the condition of classical capture. The first condition
is not essential since, when the Langevin correction becomes
higher than the gyroscopic one, the latter can be neglected and
the resulting AC rate coefficient matches with the ACCl rate
coefficients for more general types of interactions (Langevin
plus higher-order charge-dipole intetractions).28 The second
condition, lh . p, defines the lower temperature limit, above
which the capture event can be described classically. From Table
1, appropriate for N2 + heavy ion collisions, we see that this
temperature limit is about 10-5 K, and by comparison with
Figure 1, we infer that at this temperature the gyroscopic
correction can be larger than the Langevin one.

Conclusion

This study falls into the category of works devoted to analysis
of trajectories in the classical capture for systems with two
degrees of freedom. Earlier papers addressed the planar capture

Figure 4. Fractional quantum correctionsCj
Q,( to the classical AC cq

capture cross sections vs angular momentum quantum number of the
diatom. Open circles correspond tos ) + and open triangles to
s ) -.

Figure 5. Fractional Langevin correctionsCj
L,((λ) to the classical AC

cq capture cross sections vs the reduced strength of the Langevin
interactionλ. Open circles correspond tos ) + and open triangles to
s ) -; full lines represent the linear fit to numerical results with the
slope coefficientscL,+ ) 5.35 andcL,- ) 6.20.

sjcq
LAC,s ) sjcq

AC,s × (1 + CL,s(λ))

CL,s(λ) ) cL,sλ (30)

sjj,cqL
QRA,s(ι,λ) ) sjcq

AC,s(1 + Cj
Q,s + CG,s(ι) + CL,s(λ)) (31)

TABLE 1: Values of lh /p and cL,-λh at Different
Temperatures for the Capture of N2 by a Heavy Positive Ion

T/K 10-6 10-5 10-4 10-3 10-2

lh/p 2.8 4.1 6.1 8.9 13.1
cL,-λh 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.1 0.24

Shcq
AC,((E) ) B((|qQ|/E)2/3

Shj,cqL
QRA,((E,ι,λ) ) Shcq

AC,((E)(1 + Cj
Q,s + CG,s(ι) + CL,s(λ)) (32)

〈Scq
AC,((T)〉 ) ∫ Shcq

AC,((E) exp(-E/kT)E dE/(kT)2 )

C((|qQ|/kT)2/3

Kj,cqL
QRA,((T) ) x8kT/πµ × 〈Scq

AC,((T)〉 ×
(1 + Cj

Q,( + Ch G,((ι) + Ch L,((λh)) (33)

ιj ) p(j + 1/2)(kT)-1/6µ-1/2|qQ|-1/3

λh ) R|q/Q2|2/3(kT)1/3 (34)
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for the ion-anisotropically polarizable (anisotropic Langevin)
diatom interaction,29,30ion-dipolar diatom interaction,31 and the
anisotropic Langevin interaction supplemented with a short-
range repulsion.32,33The parameter space of the models studied
was not very wide which allowed one to get some analytical
insight into the problem. Our paper addresses three-dimensional
capture for the charge-quadrupole (cq) interaction under the
additional assumption of adiabatic conditions with respect to
transitions between rotational states of the diatom. In this respect,
this paper is complimentary to the earlier ones.28-33 The final
expression for the capture rate constant contains, besides the
trivial factor (qQ/kBT), three dimensionless parameters: the
rotational quantum number of the diatom (in the quantum
correction to the classical cq AC rate coefficient), the reduced
intrinsic momentum (in the gyroscopic correction to the cq AC
rate coefficient), and the reduced strength of the isotropic
Langevin interaction (in the Langevin correction to the cq AC
rate coefficient). The assumption about the PR approximation,
adopted in this paper, can be relaxed within the same formalism,
provided that one is prepared to introduce one more parameter,
which will include the rotational constant of the diatom.
However, the deviations from the cq PR approximation will
show up at higher collision energies, when the gyroscopic
correction is expected to be small. This is the reason we kept
the PR approximation in addressing our main goal: gyroscopic
effect in the capture.

In the capture of a rotating diatomic molecule by an ion, the
gyroscopic property of the former leads to the decoupling of
the intrinsic angular momentum from the collision axis. This
decoupling, which is ignored within the AC treatment of the
capture, is studied in this paper for classical low-energy (low-
temperature) collisions that proceed adiabatically with respect
to rotational transitions in the diatomic partner and that are
governed mainly by the first-order charge-quadrupole interac-
tion (PR approximation). The gyroscopic effect manifests itself
in the increase of the ACPR cross sections that tend, for large
enough intrinsic momentaj, to the cross sections calculated in
the FW approximation whenj is assumed to conserve its
orientation in space. The effect of the Coriolis interaction in
the mean classical capture cross sections is much weaker than
its quantum counterpart13 for the capture in the quantum regime.
This can be explained by the higher sensitivity of the capture
dynamics at ultralow energies to the interaction potentials and
the Coriolis coupling. Indeed, the gyroscopic effect is respon-
sible for pure attractive character of the lowest axially nona-
diabatic potential that determines the zero-temperature capture
rate coefficient. On the other hand, rather weak dependence of
the classical capture rate coefficient onj parallels that of the
zero-temperature limit of the rate coefficient. Finally, we note
that since the classical description of capture is valid already
for lh values of about several units ofp,27 the conditionj ≈ lh /p
is quite compatible with experimental possibilities for studying
the capture of rotationally excited diatoms at very low collision
energies.

Regarding the results obtained from a more practical point
of view, we note that, if the inaccuracy in the capture cross
sections of about 5-10% can be tolerated, one can still use the
ACPR approach for calculating the low-energy mean capture
cross sections for rotationally excited diatoms by an ion, even
beyond its formal condition of applicability, which requires the
fast precession of the intrinsic angular momentum about the
collision axis on the time scale of a collision. This conclusion,
however, does not hold for the partial capture cross sections
that characterize the capture of rotationally polarized diatoms.
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Appendix A. Glossary of Super- and Subscripts

AC: Adiabatic channel, fully classical (Hamiltonian, cross
sections, and rate coefficients)

cq: charge-quadrupole (interaction, cross sections, and rate
coefficients)

FW: Flywheel (Hamiltonian, cross sections, and rate coef-
ficients)

G: Gyroscopic (effect, correction)

L: Langevin (interaction, correction)

PR: Perturbed-rotor (potential, Hamiltonian)

QAC: Adiabatic channel, with quantal rotation and classical
relative motion (Hamiltonian, cross sections, and rate
coefficients)

RA: Rotationally adiabatic (Hamiltonian, cross sections, and rate
coefficients)

Appendix B. Langevin Correction to the
Charge-Quadrupole Capture Cross Section

A rough λ-dependence of the Langevin correction to the
charge-quadrupole capture cross sections for the Hamiltonian
in eq 29 can be found from the following considerations. The
cq cross section is obtained as the average ofâ-dependent partial
cross sections. The latter vanish at cos2 â ) 1/3, and the major
contribution to the Langevin correction in the classical capture
cross section for the Hamiltonian in eq 29 comes from those
values of cosâ at which the cq potential nearly vanishes.
Defining the angular range of a very weak cq potential through
∆â around cosâ0 ) (1/3)1/2, we write the correction asSL∆â
whereSL is the Langevin cross section,SL ∝ (q2R/E)1/2. The
value of ∆â can be estimated from the condition that the
increment in the cq potential∆â/F3 is of the order of the
Langevin potentialλ/F4 at the Langevin capture distanceF ≈
FL ∝ (λ)1/2. In this way, the Langevin correction to the cq cross
section will be proportional toSL∆â ∝ SL(λ)1/2 ∝ (q2R/
E)1/2R1/2|q/Q2|1/3E1/6. The relative correction to the cq cross
section CL is then calculated asCL ∝ SL∆Β/Scq

AC ≈ (E/
|qQ|)2/3SL∆â ∝ λ, that is, CL(λ) ) cLλ irrespective ofs. In
reality, the functionsCL,s(λ), calculated numerically, are weakly
nonlinear and are characterized by slightly different linear fitting
coefficientscL,(; see Figure 5.
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